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If you've ever mused over the sociological significance of Madonna's underwear-outerwear dilemma, the deconstruction of a Big Mac, or the Zeitgeist of MTV, we have a suggestion to make: click on the next button.

At sa, inc. we chronicle the times without the help of talking heads, astrologers, or pundits. While there is no shortage of information on important matters, there is one reliable source for the coverage of sociological phenomena.

For the past 42 years, sa, inc. has been an industry leader in the documenting and tracking of theoretical and applied sociological research.

Our databases, sociological abstracts (sa), and Social Planning/Policy & Development Abstracts (SOPODA), have consistently provided informative abstracts and precise indexing of books, conference proceedings, and journal articles culled from over 1,900 of the most influential serials published throughout the world. Also, enhanced bibliographic citations for relevant dissertations and book reviews are included.

Our eclectic classification system reflects the complexity of sociology and the policy sciences, encompassing both broad and highly specialized fields.

sa and SOPODA are available in three convenient media designed to complement your research requirements and fit your budget—print, online, and compact disc.

Our support services include...
- databasespecific user manuals
- a journal coverage list
- a CDROM User's handbook & Quick Reference Guide
- the Thesaurus of Sociological Indexing Terms

Find out for yourself why sa and SOPODA continue to be the databases of choice for authoritative coverage of sociology and related social sciences.